We show that the gradient norm ∇f (x) for x ∼ exp(−f (x)), where f is strongly convex and smooth, concentrates tightly around its mean. This removes a barrier in the prior state-of-theart analysis for the well-studied Metropolized Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) algorithm for sampling from a strongly logconcave distribution [DCWY18]. We correspondingly demonstrate that Metropolized HMC mixes inÕ (κd) iterations 1 , improving upon theÕ(κ 1.5 √ d+κd) runtime of [DCWY18, CDWY19] by a factor (κ/d) 1/2 when the condition number κ is large. Our mixing time analysis introduces several techniques which to our knowledge have not appeared in the literature and may be of independent interest, including restrictions to a nonconvex set with good conductance behavior, and a new reduction technique for boosting a constant-accuracy total variation guarantee under weak warmness assumptions. This is the first mixing time result for logconcave distributions using only first-order function information which achieves linear dependence on κ; we also give evidence that this dependence is likely to be necessary for standard Metropolized first-order methods. * Part of this work was done when KT was visiting the University of Washington. 1 We useÕ to hide logarithmic factors in problem parameters.
Introduction
Sampling from a high-dimensional logconcave distribution is a fundamental computational task, central to a variety of applications in disciplines such as statistics, machine learning, operations research, and theoretical computer science [AdFDJ03, BGJM11] . The important problem of designing efficient samplers has received significant recent attention, due to the widespread use of Bayesian methods in modern large-scale machine learning algorithms [Bar12] , and the fact that directly computing posterior densities in these methods is often intractable. Correspondingly, recent research efforts have focused on giving convergence guarantees for Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, for sampling from a variety of desirable structured distributions arising in both theory and practice.
The specific problem we address in this paper is determining the mixing time of the well-studied Metropolized Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) algorithm, when sampling from a target distribution whose log-density is smooth and strongly concave. Indeed, as it is the default sampler implementation in a variety of popular packages [Aba16, CGH + 17], understanding Metropolized HMC is of high practical import. Moreover, the specific setting we study, where the target distribution has a density proportional to exp(−f ) for function f with quadratic upper and lower bounds, is commonplace in applications arising from multivariate Gaussians, logistic regression models, and structured mixture models [DCWY18] . This setting is also of great theoretical interest because of its connection to a well-understood setting in convex optimization [Nes03] , where matching upper and lower bounds have long-been known. Similar guarantees are much less well-understood in sampling settings, and exploring the connection is an active research area (e.g. [MCJ + 18, Tal19] and references therein). Throughout the introduction, we will refer to this setting as the "condition number regime" for logconcave sampling, as without a finite condition number, black-box sampling guarantees exist, but typically have a large dimension dependence in the mixing time [Vem05] .
Previous work
Many algorithms have been proposed for sampling from logconcave distributions, mainly falling into two categories: zeroth-order methods and first-order methods. Zeroth-order methods only use the information on the density of the distribution by querying the value of f to inform the algorithm trajectory. Well-studied zeroth-order methods include the ball walk [LS93, LS90], hitand-run [BRS93, Lov99, LV06] and Metropolized random walk [MT + 96, RT96a] . While possibly preferable in some cases due to weaker assumptions on both the class of target distributions and oracle access to the density, these methods typically have a large polynomial dependence on the dimension, and do not exploit the additional benefits afforded by having a finite condition number. For distributions with additional structure, sampling algorithms may wish to exploit said structure.
First-order methods have access to the gradient information of f in addition to the value of f at a query point. This class of methods usually involves simulating a continuous Markov process whose stationary distribution is exactly the target distribution. The Langevin dynamics (LD) [GM91], Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) [Kra40, N + 11] and underdamped Langevin dynamics (ULD) [DRD18] are among the most well-studied continuous-time Markov processes which converge to a specified logconcave measure, and sampling algorithms based on first-order information typically model their trajectories off one of these processes. To simulate a random process in discrete time, one approach is to choose a small-enough step size so that the behavior of the discrete Markov process is not too different from that of the original Markov process over a small time interval. This discretization strategy is typical of sampling algorithms with a polynomial dependence on ǫ −1 , where ǫ is the target total variation distance to the stationary distribution [CCBJ18, DM + 19, MMW + 19, MS17, LSV18, CV19, SL19]. However, for precise values of ǫ, bounding the error incurred by the discretization is typically not enough, leading to prohibitively large runtimes.
On top of the discretization, one further can apply a Metropolis-Hastings filter to adjust the stationary distribution of the Markov process, so that the target distribution is attained in the long run. Studying the non-asymptotic behavior of Metropolized variants of the Langevin dynamics and HMC has been considered in a large number of recent works [RT + 96b, RT96a, PST + 12, BRH13, XSL + 14, DCWY18, CDWY19] . Indeed, the standard discretizations of these methods are identical, which was observed in prior work (see Appendix A); we will refer to them both as Metropolized HMC. The works which inspired this study in particular were due to [DCWY18, CDWY19] , which showed that the mixing time of Metropolized HMC was bounded by roughly max(κ 1.5 √ d, κd), with logarithmic dependence on the target accuracy ǫ, where κ is the condition number of the negative log-density f 2 . Moreover, the work [SL19] gives an algorithm that depends on κ 7/6 in the poly(ǫ −1 ) runtime regime, which is the current best dependence on κ.
By a plausible assumption on the existence of a gap between the complexity of sampling and optimization in the logconcave setting, it is reasonable to believe that a linear dependence on κ is necessary. More specifically, it is well-known that gradient-based optimization algorithms require at least min(d, √ κ) queries to an oracle providing first-order information [Bub15] ; for the worst-case instance, a quadratic in the graph Laplacian of a length-d path, there is a corresponding quadratic gap with sampling a uniform point via a random walk, which mixes in roughly d 2 iterations. We believe understanding the tight dependence of the mixing time of popular sampling algorithms on natural parameters such as the condition number is fundamental to the development of the field of sampling, just as characterizing the tight complexity of convex optimization algorithms has resulted in rapid recent progress in the area, by giving researchers goalposts in algorithm design. To that end, this work addresses the following question.
Question 1.1. What is the mixing time of the Metropolized HMC algorithm?
We give a comparison of (selected recent) prior work in Table 1 ; for a more complete discussion, we refer the reader to the excellent discussion in [DCWY18, CDWY19] . We note that for the last two rows, the dependence on ǫ is logarithmic, and the notion of mixing is in total variation distance, a much stronger notion than the Wasserstein metric used in all other runtimes listed. We omit logarithmic factors for simplicity. We remark that several works obtain different rates under stronger assumptions on the log-density f , such as higher-order smoothness (e.g. a Lipschitz Hessian) or moment bounds; as this work studies the basic condition number setting with no additional assumptions, we omit comparison to runtimes of this type.
Our contribution
Towards improving our understanding of Question 1.1, we show that there is an algorithm which runs Metropolized HMC (defined in Algorithm 1) for O(κd log 3 (κd/ǫ)) iterations, for sampling from a density exp(−f (x)) defined on R d , where f has a condition number of κ, and produces a point from a distribution with total variation at most ǫ away from the target density, for any ǫ > 0 4 . This is the first mixing-time guarantee for any algorithm accessing only first-order function information from the log-density f which attains a linear dependence on the condition number κ, without any additional smoothness assumptions (i.e. bounds on higher-order derivatives CDWY19] , and our algorithm does not require a warm start, as it explicitly bounds the runtime dependence on the warmness from a known starting distribution.
In Section 5, we also give preliminary evidence that for the equivalent first-order sampling methods of Metropolized HMC and Metropolis-adjusted Langevin dynamics, Ω(κ) iterations are necessary even for sampling from a quadratic. In particular, we show that if the step size is not sufficiently small, the chain can only move with exponentially small probability, which we combine with a lower bound on the mixing time of continuous-time HMC in [CV19] for small step sizes.
The starting point of our analysis is the mixing time analysis framework for the HMC algorithm in [DCWY18, CDWY19] . However, we introduce several technical modifications to overcome barriers in their work to obtain our improved mixing time bound, which we now discuss. We hope these tools may be of broader interest to both the community studying first-order sampling methods in the smooth, strongly logconcave regime, and sampling researchers in general.
Gradient concentration
How large is the norm of the gradient of a "typical" point drawn from the density exp(−f )? It has been observed in a variety of recent works studying sampling algorithms [LSV18, SL19, VW19] that the average gradient norm of a point drawn from the target density is bounded by √ Ld, where L is the smoothness parameter of the function f and d is the ambient dimension; this observation has been used in obtaining state-of-the-art sampling algorithms in the poly(ǫ −1 ) runtime regime. However, for runtimes obtaining a polylog(ǫ −1 ) runtime, this guarantee is not good enough, as it must hold for all points in a set of substantially larger measure than guaranteed by e.g. Markov's inequality. The weaker high-probability guarantee that the gradient norm is bounded by √ Ld · √ κ follows directly from sub-Gaussian concentration on the point x, and a Lipschitz guarantee on the gradient norm. Indeed, this weaker bound is the bottleneck term in the analysis of [DCWY18, CDWY19] , and prevents a faster algorithm when κ > d. Can we improve upon the average-case guarantee more generally when the log density f is smooth?
For quadratic f , it is easy to see that the average gradient norm bound can be converted into a highprobability guarantee. We show that a similar concentration guarantee holds for all logsmooth, strongly logconcave densities, which is the starting point of our improved mixing time bound. Our concentration proof follows straightforwardly from a Hessian-weighted variant of the well-known Poincaré inequality, combined with a reduction due to Herbst, as explored in [Led99].
Mixing time analysis
The study of Markov chains producing iterates {x k }, where the transition x k → x k+1 is described by an algorithm whose steady-state is a stationary distribution π * , and x 0 is drawn from an initial distribution π 0 , primarily focuses on characterizing the rate at which the distribution of iterates of the chain approaches π * . To obtain a mixing time bound, i.e. a bound on the number of iterations needed for our algorithm to obtain a distribution within total variation distance ǫ of the stationary π * , we follow the general framework of bounding the conductance of the random walk defined by Metropolized HMC, initiated in a variety of works on Markov chain mixing times (e.g. [SJ89, LS93] ). In particular, [LS93] showed how to use the generalized notion of s-conductance to account for a small-probability "bad" region with poor random walk behavior. In our work, the "good" region Ω will be the set of points whose gradient has small norm. However, our mixing time analysis requires several modifications from prior work to overcome subtle technical issues.
Average conductance. As in prior work [CDWY19] , because of the exponential warmness κ d/2 of the starting distribution used, we require extensions in the theory of average conductance [LK99] to obtain a milder dependence on the warmness, i.e. doubly logarithmic rather than singly logarithmic, to prevent an additional dimension dependence in the mixing time. The paper [CDWY19] obtained this improved dependence on the warmness by generalizing the analysis of [GMT06] to continuous-time walks and restrictions to high-probability regions. This analysis becomes problematic in our setting, as our region Ω may be nonconvex, and the restriction of a strongly logconcave function to a nonconvex set is possibly not even logconcave. This causes difficulties when bounding standard conductance notions which may depend on sets of small measure, because these sets may behave poorly under restriction by Ω (e.g. in the proof of Lemma C.9).
Blocking conductance. To mitigate the difficulty of poor small-set conductance due to the nonconvexity of Ω, we use the blocking conductance analysis of [KLM06], which averages conductance bounds of sets with measure equal to some specified values in a range lower-bounded by roughly the inverse-warmness. In our case, this is potentially problematic, as the set where our concentration result guarantees that the norm of the gradient is not much larger than its mean has measure roughly 1 − exp(− √ d), which is too small to bound the behavior of sets of size κ −d/2 required by the quality of the warm start. However, we show that, perhaps surprisingly, the analysis of the blocking conductance is not bottlenecked by the worse quality of the gradient concentration required. In particular, the κ 1.5 √ d runtime of [DCWY18, CDWY19] resulted from the statement, with probability at most exp(−d), the gradient norm is bounded by √ Lκd. We are able to sharpen this by Corollary 3.3 to √ Ld, trading off a κ for a d, which is sufficient for our tighter runtime.
Boosting to high accuracy. Finally, the blocking conductance analysis of [KLM06] makes an algorithmic modification. In particular, letting dπ k be the density after running k steps of the Markov chain from π 0 , the analysis of [KLM06] is able to guarantee that the average density dρ k def = 1 k 0≤i<k dπ i converges to dπ * at a rate roughly 1/k, with a factor depending on the average conductance. In our case, we can show that in roughly O(κd) iterations of Algorithm 1, the distance ρ k − π * TV is bounded by a constant. However, as the analysis requires averaging with a potentially poor starting distribution, it is not straightforward to obtain a rate of convergence with dependence log ǫ −1 for potentially small values of ǫ, rather than the ǫ −1 dependence typical of 1/k rates. Moreover, it is unclear in our setting how to apply standard arguments [AD86, LW95] which convert mixing time guarantees for obtaining a constant total variation distance to guarantees for total variation distance ǫ with a logarithmic overhead on ǫ, because the definition of mixing time used is a worst-case notion over all starting points. We propose an alternative reduction based on mixing-time guarantees over arbitrary starting distributions of a specified warmness, which we use to boost our constant-accuracy mixing-time guarantee (see Appendix C.4 for a more formal treatment). While it is simple and inspired by classical coupling-based reduction arguments, to the best of our knowledge this reduction is new in the literature, and may be of independent interest.
Discussion
While we obtain an improved upper bound on the runtime of Metropolized HMC, there are many questions which remain unanswered, and we believe are exciting to explore in the space of sampling algorithms and complexity. We state two here which we believe are natural.
Question 1.2. Can we obtain a matching lower bound, or an improved upper bound, on the complexity of the Metropolized HMC algorithm in terms of the dependence on the dimension d? Question 1.3. Can we obtain improved bounds (upper or lower) for the complexity of first-order sampling algorithms in general, in the condition number regime? For example, is Ω(κ) iterations always necessary, implying a separation with the optimization setting?
Preliminaries

Notation
We denote the set 1
It is well-known that smoothness is equivalent to having a Lipschitz gradient, i.e. ∇f (x) − ∇f (y) ≤ L x − y , and when f is twice-differentiable, smoothness and strong convexity imply
where I d is the identity and is the Loewner order. In this paper, function f : R d → R will always be differentiable, L-smooth, and µ-strongly convex, with minimizer x * . We let κ def = L/µ ≥ 1 be the condition number of f . We define the Hamiltonian H of (
We fix the definition of the distribution density dπ
The marginal in the first argument of the density on R d × R d proportional to exp(−H(x, v)) is dπ * ; we overload dπ * (x, v) to mean this density. For distributions ρ, π on R d , the total variation is
We say that a distribution π is β-warm with respect to another distribution ρ if
Finally, we define the expectation and variance with respect to a distribution in the usual way:
Algorithm
We state the Metropolized HMC algorithm to be analyzed throughout the remainder of this paper. We remark that it may be thought of as a symplectic discretization of the continuous-time
The HMC process can be thought of as a dual velocity v accumulating the gradient of the primal point x, with the primal point being guided by the velocity, similar to the classical mirror descent algorithm. The algorithm resamples v each timestep to attain the correct stationary distribution.
Algorithm 1 Metropolized Hamiltonian Monte Carlo: HMC(η, x 0 , f )
Draw v k ∼ N (0, I d ).
3:
4:
Draw u uniformly in [0, 1].
5:
x k+1 ←x k .
7:
else 8:
end if 10: end for From a point x ∈ R d , we define P x to be the distribution ofx k after one step of Algorithm 1 starting from x k = x. Similarly, T x is the distribution of x k+1 starting at x k = x, i.e. after the accept-reject step. Algorithm 1 uses the subprocedure Leapfrog, which enjoys the following property.
Reversing these definitions yields the claim.
Corollary 2.2. dπ * is a stationary distribution for the Markov chain defined by Algorithm 1.
Proof. We show that for z = (x, v), dπ * (z)/dz ∝ H(z) is the stationary distribution on (x k , v k ); correctness then follows from π * having the correct marginal. Stationarity follows if and only if
for all pairs (x, v), (x,ṽ), where we overload the definition of T to be the transition distribution from a point (x, v). By the standard proof of correctness for the Metropolis-Hastings correction, i.e. choosing an acceptance probability proportional to
it suffices to show that Px ,ṽ (x, v) = P x,v (x,ṽ). Note that P x,v is a deterministic proposal, and uniquely maps to a point (x,ṽ). Moreover, by symmetry of H in the second argument, iteration k of Algorithm 1 is equivalent to drawing v k , negating it, and then running Leapfrog. Correctness for this equivalent algorithm follows by Lemma 2.1.
Gradient concentration
In this section, we give a bound on how well the norm of the gradient ∇f (x) concentrates when f is smooth and
). First, we recall the following "Hessian-weighted" variant of the Poincaré inequality, which first appeared in [BL76] .
Theorem 3.1 (Hessian Poincaré). For distribution density dπ * (x)/dx ∝ exp(−f (x)), and continuously differentiable function g : R d → R with bounded variance with respect to π * ,
An immediate corollary of Theorem 3.1 is that the Poincaré constant of a µ-strongly logconcave distribution is at most µ −1 . While it does not appear to have been previously stated in the literature, our concentration bound can be viewed as a simple application of an argument of Herbst which reduces concentration to an isoperimetric inequality such as Theorem 3.1; an exposition of this technique can be found in [Led99] . We now state the concentration result.
Theorem 3.2 (Gradient norm concentration). If twice-differentiable f : R d → R is L-smooth and strongly convex, then for dπ * (x)/dx ∝ exp(−f (x)), and all c > 0,
). We remark that g is continuously differentiable, and the existence of its variance follows from strong concavity of f and Lipschitzness of its gradient. Then, Theorem 3.1 implies
In the last inequality we used smoothness. Letting H(λ)
Using this recursively, we have
There are two things to estimate on the right hand side. First, for sufficiently large ℓ,
Second, letting C = Lλ 2 4 < 1, [BL97] showed that
For completeness, we show this in Appendix E. Altogether, we have that for all λ < 2 √ L ,
By Markov's inequality on the exponential, we thus conclude that
As an immediate corollary, we obtain the following.
Proof. It suffices to show that
We adapt a proof from [VW19] . Observe that because
where ∇· is divergence and ∆ is the Laplacian operator, integrating both sides and noting that the boundary term vanishes,
In the last equality, we used smoothness of f . (1) then follows from concavity of the square root.
We remark that for densities dπ * where a log-Sobolev variant of the inequality in Theorem 3.1 holds, we can sharpen the bound in Corollary 3.3 to O(d −c 2 ); we provide details in Appendix B. This sharpening is desirable for reasons related to the warmness of starting distributions for sampling from π * , as will become clear in Section 4. However, the "Hessian log-Sobolev" inequality is strictly stronger than 
Mixing time bounds via blocking conductance
We first give a well-known bound of the warmness of an initial distribution.
Proof. By smoothness and strong convexity, and the density of a Gaussian distribution,
In the last inequality we normalized by exp(−f (x * )). Combining these bounds yields the result.
Let dπ k be the density of x k after running k steps of Algorithm 1, where x 0 is drawn from π 0 = N (x * , L −1 I d ). Moreover, let dρ k def = 1 k 0≤i<k dπ i be the average density over the first k iterations. In Section 4.1, we will show how to use the blocking conductance framework of [KLM06] to obtain a bound on the number of iterations k required to obtain a constant-accuracy distribution. We then show in Section 4.2 that we can boost this guarantee to obtain total variation ǫ for arbitrary ǫ > 0 with logarithmic overhead, resulting in our main mixing time claim, Theorem 4.8.
Constant-accuracy mixing
We state the results required to prove a mixing-time bound for constant levels of total variation from the stationary measure π * . All proofs are deferred to Appendix C. The first result is a restatement of the main result of [KLM06], modified for our purposes; recall that ρ k is an average over the distributions π i for 0 ≤ i < k. Finally, we define Q(S) def = S T x (S c )dπ * (x) to be the probability one step of the walk starting at random point in a set S leaves the set.
Theorem 4.2 (Blocking conductance mixing bound). Suppose the starting distribution π 0 is βwarm with respect to π * . Moreover, suppose for some c, and for all c ≤ t ≤ 1 2 , we have a bound
for a decreasing function φ on the range [c, 1 4 ], and φ(
At a high level, the mixing time requires us to choose a threshold c which is inversely-proportional to the warmness, and bound the average value of a function φ(t) in the range [c, 1 2 ], where φ(t) serves as an indicator of how "bottlenecked" sets of measure exactly equal to t are.
Next, by using a logarithmic isoperimetric inequality from [CDWY19] , we show in the following lemma that we can bound π * (S) Q(S) 2 when π * (S) is in some range. 
For a more formal statement and proof, see Lemma C.9. Note that in particular the lower range of t required by Theorem 4.2 is at least inversely proportional to the warmness, which causes the gradient norm bound obtained by the high-probability set Ω to lose roughly a √ d factor. To this end, for a fixed positive ǫ < 1, denote
In Appendix D, we show the following. By combining these pieces, we are able to obtain an algorithm which mixes to constant total variation distance from the stationary distribution π * inÕ(κd) iterations.
Theorem 4.5. From any β = κ d/2 -warm initial distribution π 0 , running Algorithm 1 for j iterations, where j is a uniform number between 0 and k − 1 for k > Cκd log κ log log β for universal constant C, returns a point from a distribution ρ k such that ρ k − π * TV < (2e) −1 .
Proof. Throughout this proof, let ǫ in the definition (4) be 1. Note that ρ k as defined in the theorem statement is precisely the ρ k of Theorem 4.2. Moreover, for the set Ω in (4), the probability x ∼ π * is not in Ω is bounded via Corollary 3.3 by
For η = . Thus, we can apply Lemma 4.3 and conclude that (2) holds for the function
Next, note that φ(t) is increasing in the range [c, 1/e], and attains its maximum at t = 1 2 within the range t ∈ [c, Thus, by choosing k to be a sufficiently large multiple of κd log κ log log β, the guarantee follows.
Corollary 4.6. Let ǫ ∈ (0, 1), β = κ d/2 . From any β/ǫ-warm initial distribution π 0 , running Algorithm 1 for j iterations, where j is a uniform number between 0 and k−1 for k > Cκd log κ ǫ log log β ǫ for universal constant C, returns a point from a distribution ρ k such that ρ k − π * TV < (2e) −1 .
Proof. It suffices to replace all values β with β/ǫ in the proof of Theorem 4.5, and note that we accounted for the additional dependence on ǫ in the warmness requirement in the definition (4).
High-accuracy mixing
We now state a general framework for turning guarantees such as Theorem 4.5 into a ǫ-accuracy mixing bound guarantee, with logarithmic overhead in the quantity ǫ. We defer a more specific statement and proof to Appendix C.4.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose there is a Markov chain with transitions given by T , and some nonnegative integer T mix , such that for every π which is a β/ǫ-warm distribution with respect to π * ,
Then, if π 0 is a β-warm start, and k ≥ T mix log(ǫ −1 ),
At a high level, the proof technique is to couple points according to the total variation bound between T i π 0 and π * every T mix iterations, while the total variation distance is at least ǫ. This in turn allows us to bound the warmness of the "conditional distribution" of uncoupled points by β/ǫ using the fact that the total variation bound measures the size of the set of uncoupled points, and use the guarantee (6) iteratively. We can now state our main claim. Proof. Define a Markov chain with transitions T , whose one-step distribution from an initial point is to run the algorithm of Corollary 4.6. Note that each step of the Markov chain with transitions T requires O κd log κ ǫ log d log κ ǫ iterations of Algorithm 1, and the averaging step is easily implementable by sampling a random stopping time at uniform. Moreover, the Markov chain with transitions T satisfies (6) with T mix = 1, by the guarantees of Corollary 3.3. Thus, by running log(ǫ −1 ) iterations of this Markov chain, we obtain the required guarantee.
Step-size lower bound
We make progress towards showing that standard Metropolized first-order methods (i.e. Algorithm 1, which we recall is equivalent to the Metropolis-adjusted Langevin dynamics) have mixing times with at least a linear dependence on κ. Formally, consider the d-dimensional quadratic
This choice of f is 1-strongly convex and κ-smooth. We show that running Algorithm 1 with a step size much larger than L −1/2 , from a random point from the stationary distribution, will have an exponentially small accept probability.
Moreover, [CV19] shows that even the continuous-time HMC algorithm with step size η = O(L −1/2 ) requires Ω (κ) iterations to converge. .
where the last step follows from our assumption that η 2 κ ≥ 20. Then, lettingx be the vector containing the first d − 1 entries of the vector x,
By standard tail bounds on the chi-squared distribution (Lemma 1 of [LM00]), with probability at least 1 − 3d −25 , all of the following hold:
Plugging these bounds into (7), noting that the dominant term η 6 κ 3 behaves as c 6 , and using that if η > 10 then the third term is nonnegative, we see that for sufficiently large d, the probability the chain can move is at most exp(−Ω(c 6 d)).
[DM16] 
A Equivalence of HMC and Metropolis-adjusted Langevin dynamics
We briefly remark on the equivalence of Metropolized HMC and the Metropolis-adjusted Langevin dynamics algorithm (MALA), a well-studied algorithm since its introduction in [Bes94] . This equivalence was also commented on in [CDWY19] . The algorithm can be seen as a filtered discretization of the continuous-time Langevin dynamics,
where W t is Brownian motion. In short, the Metropolized HMC update is v ∼ N (0, I),x ← x + ηv − η 2 2 ∇f (x), accept with probability min 1, exp(−H(x,ṽ)) exp (−H(x, v) ) .
Similarly, the MALA update with step size h is
It is clear that in HMC the distribution ofx is
so it suffices to show for h = η 2 /2,
Indeed, the right hand side simplifies to
and the left hand side is
Comparing coefficients shows the equivalence.
B Improved concentration under Hessian log-Sobolev inequality
In this section, we show that the bound in Theorem 3.2 may be sharpened under a Hessian log-Sobolev inequality (LSI), which we define presently.
Definition B.1 (Hessian log-Sobolev). We say density dπ * /dx ∝ exp(−f (x)) satisfies a Hessian log-Sobolev inequality if for all continuously differentiable g : R d → R, and for
we have
In general, this is a much more restrictive condition than Theorem 3.1; some sufficient conditions are given in [BL00] . We now show an improved concentration result under a Hessian LSI; the proof follows Herbst's argument, a framework developed in [Led99].
Theorem B.2 (Gradient norm concentration under LSI). Suppose f is L-smooth and strongly convex, and dπ * (x)/dx ∝ exp(−f (x)) satisfies a Hessian log-Sobolev inequality. Then for all c > 0,
Then, for g 2 = exp(λG),
This in turn implies via the LSI that
By smoothness and the definition of g = exp( 1 2 λG), we may bound the right hand side:
In the last inequality we used our calculation of ∇G, and ∇ 2 f LI d . Now, consider the function K(λ) = 1 λ log H(λ). We handle the definition of K(0) by a limiting argument (and log(1 + x) ≈ x):
We compute
This, combined with (8) and (9) imply K ′ (λ) ≤ L 2 . Therefore, by integrating, we have
Finally, we have concentration:
where the last statement is by Markov. Choosing r = c √ 2L log d, λ = r/L yields the conclusion.
C Mixing time proofs
We prove various claims from Section 4; notation here is consistent with definitions in the body of the paper. All definitions will be with respect to some reversible random walk on R d with transition distributions T x and stationary distribution dπ * . We use dπ k to denote the density after k steps.
C.1 Blocking conductance framework
In this section, we recall the blocking conductance framework of [KLM06]. This section is a restatement of their results for our purposes.
C.1.1 Preliminaries
Let dρ k denote the "average" distribution density after k steps, e.g. dρ k (x) = 1 k 0≤i<k dπ i (x). Define the flow between two sets S, T ⊆ R d by
For every S ⊆ R d and 0 ≤ x ≤ π * (S), define the conductance function by
In other words, Ψ(x, S c ) is the smallest amount of flow from subsets of S with stationary measure x to S c . It is clear that Ψ(x, S c ) is monotone increasing in x in the range 0 ≤ x ≤ π * (S), as choosing a subset of larger measure can only increase flow. By convention, for 1 ≥ x ≥ π * (S),
This definition clearly makes sense because x ≥ π * (S) ⇒ 1 − x ≤ π * (S c ). Next, let the spread of S ⊆ R d be defined as
In other words, we can think of ψ(S) as the worst-case flow between a subset of S and S c , where the measure of the subset is averaged uniformly over [0, π * (S)]. The spread enjoys the following useful property, which allows us to think of the spread as a notion of conductance.
Proof. We claim first that for any t ∈ [0, π * (S)],
To see this, we integrated only in the range [t, π * (S)], and used monotonicity of Ψ(·, S c ). Let γ(S) denote the minimum measure of a subset R of S, such that Q(R, S c ) = 1 2 Q(S, S c ). Note that this means any set T with measure π * (S) − γ(S) has flow Q(T, S c ) at least
In (11), let t = π * (S) − γ(S), and let T be the subset which admits the value Ψ(t, S c ), i.e. such that Q(T, S c ) = Ψ(t, S c ) and π * (T ) = t. In particular, this implies
To show the conclusion, it suffices to show γ(S) ≥ Q(S)/2. This is clear because if γ(S) < Q(S)/2, then any set of stationary measure γ(S) could not absorb a flow of Q(S)/2 from the set S c .
The final definitions we will need are as follows. For an iteration k, let
A useful interpretation is that S g k (x)dπ * (x) measures how many times the set S was visited on expectation over the first k iterations. Let m k : R d → [0, 1] be a measure-preserving map such that g k (m −1 k (·)) is an increasing function. In other words, m k orders the space R d by their value g k , such that for 0 ≤ s < t ≤ 1, g k (m −1 k (s)) ≤ g k (m −1 k (t)). We define
In other words, for x ≤ y, q k takes the set of measure x according to dρ k /dπ * of least probability, and of measure 1 − y of most probability, and measures the flow between them. For notational simplicity and when clear from context, we identify x ∈ [0, 1] with m −1 k (x), and similarly identify intervals. The following is then immediate:
C.1.2 Main claim
Here, we recall the main result of the blocking conductance framework in terms of mixing times.
Theorem C.2. Suppose the starting distribution π 0 is β-warm with respect to π * . Let h : [c, 1−c] → R ≥0 satisfy, for some c ∈ (0, 1 2 ), and some k,
Then,
We call a function h which satisfies (14) a c-mixweight function, and show how to construct such a function in Section C.2; they will be inversely related to standard notions of conductance. We first require the following helper results.
Lemma C.3. For any t ∈ [0, 1],
Proof. The equality π k ([0, t]) − π 0 ([0, t]) = π 0 ([t, 1]) − π k ([t, 1]) follows by definition, so we will simply show the first equality. Using (13) for x ≤ t and integrating by parts,
Similarly,
Therefore, to derive the conclusion of the lemma, it suffices to show that
By expanding the definition of g k and telescoping, it suffices to show for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1,
This follows from
Next, let t 0 ∈ [0, 1] be such that g k (t 0 ) = k, where we note that E π * [g k ] = k is the expected value.
Lemma C.4.
Proof. By the definition of t 0 , we have that for all t ≤ t 0 , dρ k dπ * (x) ≤ 1, and for t ≥ t 0 , dρ k dπ * (x) ≥ 1. Therefore, the total variation distance is attained by the set [0, t 0 ], i.e.
Integrating by parts,
The first summand vanishes by the definition of t 0 , so we attain the first equality in the lemma statement. The second equality follows from the same calculations, using the set [t 0 , 1] which also attains the total variation distance, i.e. integrating by parts
We also remark that for a β-warm start, it follows that every distribution π i for i ≥ 0 is also β-warm, as the warmness dπ i+1 /dπ * at a point is given by an average over the values dπ i /dπ * of the prior iteration, and the conclusion follows by induction.
Lemma C.5.
Proof. Recall in Lemma C.4 we characterized
Note that the first integral is at most c. The second integral is, integrating by parts,
The first summand is bounded by (β − 1)c by our earlier argument about the warmness at every iteration being bounded by β. Finally, the second half of the lemma statement follows by considering the other characterization of the total variation based on [t 0 , 1], e.g. bounding
Proof of Theorem C.2. First, if t 0 ≤ c, by (15), the total variation distance is at most cβ as desired. A similar conclusion follows if t 0 ≥ 1 − c from the other characterization of total variation in Lemma C.5. We now consider when t ∈ (c, 1 − c). By Lemma C.3, for all y ∈ [c, 1 − c],
Multiplying by h and integrating over the range [c, 1 − c],
The second inequality recalled the requirement (14). By combining this with half of Lemma C.5,
By using the other half of Lemma C.5, we may similarly conclude
The conclusion follows from combining these bounds, i.e. depending on if t 0 ≤ 1 2 or t 0 ≥ 1 2 .
C.2 Mixweight functions
In this section, we propose a function h satisfying (14), and prove its correctness. First, we describe a useful sufficient condition.
Then, h satisfies (14).
Proof. Note that for c ≤
The second inequality follows as for x ≥ y, q k (x, y) ≥ Ψ(y, m −1 k ([x, 1])) by definition, and for y ≥ x, we use symmetry of Ψ, q k in their arguments. A similar argument holds for x ≥ 1 2 by symmetry.
We now define our c-mixweight function h:
In particular, note that for all y ≤ 1 2 , by combining with Lemma C.1,
We will develop an upper bound on the ratio π * (S)/Q(S) 2 for π * (S) which are "not too small" in the following section. We now prove correctness of the definition (17). where the second line is due to monotonicity, and the rest of the proof proceeds as before.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. This follows from combining Theorem C.2 with our particular choice of mixweight function given in (17), whose denominator we bound via (18). Because h is symmetric, it suffices to double the integration from c to 1 2 , and the bounds within the integral come from monotonicity of φ.
C.3 Restricted conductance via total variation bounds
For S ⊆ R d and x ∈ R d , we define d(S, x) def = min y∈S x − y ; for S 1 , S 2 ⊆ R d , d(S 1 , S 2 ) def = min x∈S 2 d(S 1 , x). The following isoperimetric inequality was given as Lemma 12 of [CDWY19] .
Lemma C.8 (Logarithmic isoperimetric inequality). Let π * be any µ-strongly logconcave function. For any partition A 1 , A 2 , A 3 of R d with π * (A 1 ) ≤ π * (A 2 ),
.
Lemma C.9. Let π * be any µ-strongly logconcave function, and let δ √ µ < 1 for some δ > 0.
Suppose for Ω ⊂ R d with π * (Ω) = 1 − s, and all x, y ∈ Ω with x − y ≤ δ,
Then, for all s ≤ t ≤ 1 2 and S with π * (S) = t,
In particular, if
we have the simplified bound π * (S) Q(S) 2 ≤ C.4 Exponential convergence with a warm start
In this section, we give a simple reduction from a bound on the number of iterations it takes a Markov chain to attain constant total variation distance to the stationary distribution from a warm start, to the number of iterations it takes for the distance to decrease to ǫ, with logarithmic dependence on ǫ. Throughout, π * is the stationary distribution of a Markov chain with transitions T , and we let T k π be the result of running k steps of the chain from starting distribution π. For specified π 0 , we denote π k def = T k π 0 . Sppose we have a bound of the following type.
Assumption C.10. ∃T mix such that for every π which is β/ǫ-warm with respect to π * ,
We first recall some basic facts about the optimal coupling between two distributions π, ρ, which informally is the joint distribution µ with the prescribed marginals π and ρ which maximizes the probability that for (x, y) ∼ µ, x = y. For a reference, see [LPW09].
Fact C.11. Let µ be the optimal coupling between distributions π and ρ. The following hold.
Consider the marginal distribution of (x, y) ∼ µ in the first variable, conditioned on x = y. It has a density proportional to dπ(x) − min(dπ(x), dρ(x)).
The following result is well-known.
Lemma C.12. For any distribution π, T π − π * TV ≤ π − π * TV .
Proof. Consider the optimal coupling µ between π and π * , and note that Pr (x,y)∼µ
It follows that the optimal coupling between µ ′ between T π and π * has
since T π * = π * , and with probability Pr (x,y)∼µ [x = y] the coupling µ ′ can keep x and y coupled.
Lemma C.13. Under Assumption C.10, letting π 0 be a β-warm start, and k ≥ T mix log(ǫ −1 ),
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that π k − π * TV > ǫ; note that by Lemma C.12, this implies that π i − π * TV > ǫ for all i ≤ k. For any i, we denote µ i to be the best coupling between π i and π * . Note that for any i, we can compute the marginal conditional distribution of the uncoupled set of π i , under the coupling µ i , by Fact C.11:
Here, we used the observation that if π 0 is β-warm, then so are all π i for i ≥ 0. Similarly, the conditional distribution of the uncoupled set of π * under µ i satisfies
This implies the conditional distributionsπ i andπ * i are both β/ǫ-warm with respect to π * for any i ≤ k. After T mix iterations, the total variation distance betweenπ i andπ * i is bounded by 1/e by Assumption C.10 and the triangle inequality. Repeating this argument log(ǫ −1 ) times implies that the measure of the uncoupled set decreases by at least a 1/e factor between iterations i and i+T mix , while i ≤ k, so that the uncoupled set has measure at most ǫ by iteration k. Recalling that the measure of the uncoupled set is precisely the distance π k − π * TV results in a contradiction.
D Total variation bounds
In this section, we prove the following lemma, which is the key step in lower bounding the conductance of one step of our algorithm. 
Proof. We first show (20). From any point x ∈ R d , letx be the proposed point according to Algorithm 1; we recall that the update is given by, for v ∼ N (0, I d ),
x ← x + ηv − η 2 2 ∇f (x) ⇒x ∼ N x − η 2 2 ∇f (x), η 2 I d .
Therefore, recalling that the KL divergence d KL between two Gaussians with covariance σ 2 I d and means µ x , µ y is µ x − µ y 2 /2σ 2 , Pinsker's inequality implies
≤ 5 8 , for x − y ≤ η and η 2 ≤ (2L) −1 . The third line used the triangle inequality and ∇f is L-Lipschitz.
Next, we show (21). From a point x, and for any proposed transition tox = x, the proposal P x places at least as much mass onx as T x , because the rejection probability is nonnegative; consequently, the set A maximizing T Thus, assuming d is at least a sufficiently large constant, with probability at least 1/16 over the randomness of v, we have v ≤ √ 2d. Finally, the conclusion follows from the claim
which we now show. Recallingṽ = v − η 2 (∇f (x) + ∇f (x)) andx = x + ηv − η 2 2 ∇f (x),
x −x ∇f (x) + ∇f (x) + L 4
x −x 2 .
The second inequality followed from f (x) − f (x) ≤ min ∇f (x),x − x , ∇f (x),x − x + L 2
x − x 2 , due to convexity and smoothness; the last inequality followed from smoothness and Cauchy-Schwarz, and every other line was by expanding the definitions. We now bound these two terms. First, since smoothness implies ∇f (x) + ∇f (x) ≤ 2 ∇f (x) + L x −x ,
Here we used our choice of η. Next, sincex − x = ηv − η 2 2 ∇f (x), using the above bounds,
We recalled v 2 ≤ 2d, ∇f (x) 2 ≤ 25Ld 2 log 2 κ ǫ , and the choice of η.
Finally, we note that Lemma 4.4 immediately follows via the triangle inequality.
E Deferred proofs
Lemma E.1. For any C < 1,
so we wish to bound V (C)/(1 − C). It suffices to show V (C) ≤ (1 + √ C) 2 . Note that
Thus, log V is a convex function in C. Note that log V (0) = 0 and log V (1) ≤ 1 + 
